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Abstract. Successful attempts to explain expertise in hum an beings, or to capture its
properties in expert system s, will have to contend with issues of rationality and
generalization. Rationality and generalization pose enough di culties on a purely
synchronic basis. But an account of expertise must be diachronicÐ it m ust account for
the development of rationality and generalization, even in those who are already
experts. W e describe the obstacles in the path of standard approaches to rationality
and generalization, and present an alternative, interactivist treatment of rationality
and its development (space forbids us to do likewise for generalization). In the
interactivist account, rationality cannot be de® ned in general as adherence to the rules
of a system of formal logic ; we propose instead that rationality be understood in terms
of the development of negative knowledgeÐ knowing what kinds of errors to avoid.
W e examine the development of negative knowledge using examples from the history
of science, and consider the consequences of an orientation towards negative
knowledge for classroom instruction as well as the developm ent of expert systems.
1. The developm ent of expertise
Psychologists and computer scientists pursue diŒerent and sometim es con¯ icting
agendas when it com es to expertise. But there are a couple of basic issues on which
consensus shouldn’ t be too hard to ® nd, whatever else we m ay think is necessary for
expertise. First, every human expert (and, consequently, every expert system) must
engage in rational problem solving. Second, every human expert (and expert system)
must be able to generalize from past problem s and their old solutions to future
problems and their new solutions.
There are powerful tools now to aid us in m odelling capabilities for rationality and
generalization, and in designing systems that manifest such capabilities. Some of these
tools are described at length elsewhere in this special issue, notably in the articles by
Hewett (1996), Leake (1996), and Prietula et al. (1996). W hile such techniques as casebased reasoning are already being put to use in im pressive ways, their ultimate
adequacy rem ains a subject for debate (Bickhard and Campbell in press ; Bringsjord
and Bringsjord 1996; W hitley 1996).
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Our focus here is not on the rational problem solving that experts can already do,
or the generalizations that they can already make. R ather, our concern is with the way
experts get more expert. How do they become m ore rational ? How are they able to
generalize in new ways ?
In other words, we are not just asking a cognitive science question about expertise,
or an A rti® cial Intelligence questionÐ we are asking a developmental question. W e
will argue that cognitive science and AI have not provided us with the tools we need
to model the development of expertise in human beings, or to design developmental
capabilities into expert systems. (Empirical methods for studying the development of
expertise raise questions of their own, which are the topic of another articleÐ Campbell
and Di Bello 1996.) Our claim is that the development of rationality, and the
development of generalization, are beyond the scope of current theories in psychology
and current approaches to expert system design. W hich is not to say that they are out
of reach altogether, just that rather diŒerent kinds of thinking will be called for. If our
analysis is correct, the developmental problem s that we discuss will impose constraints
even on those cognitive architectures that are intended only to cover the nondevelopmental aspects of expertise.

1.1. The developm ent of rationality
Let’ s begin with the question of rationality. It has always been attractive to describe
rationality in terms of adherence to the rules laid out in some system of formal logic.
In fact, a traditional view held that the laws of logic were the `laws of thought ’ . Yet
seemingly straightforward de® nitions of rationality in terms of formal logic would
require hum anly impossible feats ; to qualify as rational, you would have to know
everything that follows via valid deductive inference from what you knowÐ or from
what you are merely supposing (Cherniak 1986).
De® nitions of rationality as adherence to rules of logic would at least have to be
seriously restrained to be realistic. And a restrained de® nition, such as the `minimal
rationality ’ condition proposed by Cherniak (1986), still requires formal logic to be an
adequate description of the constraints that are applied in human thinking (albeit one
that needs supplementing with accounts of how extensively we can apply those
constraints under time pressure and with lim ited capacities). But systems of formal
logic are at best a partial, higher-level description of those constraints (Brown 1988,
Campbell and Bickhard 1986, Hooker 1995) ; no one can claim to have formalized
them all. Indeed, to what extent human beings actually use rules of formal logic in the
course of reasoning is hotly debated at present ; some cognitive psychologists (Braine
and Rumain 1983) maintain that `mental logic ’ is widespread in real human thought,
whereas others doubt its use almost entirely (Johnson-Laird 1983).
W e ® nd it plausible that people sometimes do use rules of logical inference in their
thinking (see, for instance, Campbell 1991). But whatever the merits of a `mental logic ’
account of speci® c kinds of thinking at speci® c points in human development, it can’ t
be telling the whole story about human reasoning. W hen broader historical and
developmental trends are taken into account, it becomes clear why rationality cannot
be simply assim ilated to logicality. A system of form al logic already contains all of its
valid theorems. Logical systems don’ t grow or become more powerful. Logical
systems can’ t construct new logical system s more powerful than them selves. Yet the
history of logic shows that hum an knowledge of logic and logical systems has
developed (Bochenski 1970, K neale and Kneale 1986) and that more and m ore
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powerful systems of logic have been discovered. If rationality sim ply m eans following
the rules contained within a particular logical system, then the history of logic can’ t be
rational !
Similarly, if being rational means being logical, the development of each individual’ s
knowledge of logic can’ t be a rational process either (Fodor 1972, Campbell and
Bickhard 1987, Bickhard 1991b). Obviously, som ething is deeply wrong with such
conclusions. Y et an appropriate alternative conception of rationality doesn’ t
im mediately suggest itself.
W e will propose our own solution to the conundrum below. W hether our particular
conception of rationality is found acceptable or not, the need for such a solution is
pressing. Insofar as models of expertise, or expert system s, presum e, implicitly or
explicitly, that rationality can be reduced to following rules of formal logic, they
cannot be adequate. At best, such models will be radically incom plete, and only an
alternative model of rationality will enable us to avoid this incom pleteness.

2. Generalization
2.1. Topologies
Just as developmental and historical arguments caution us against equating rationality
with logicality, they provide counterexamples against standard approaches to
generalization. To appreciate this point requires a preliminary formal treatment of
generalization.
Generalization can’ t take place without processes that diŒerentiate sim ilarity and
diŒerence. Generalizing from one case to another requires some sense that the two
cases are relevantly similar. Sim ilarity, in turn, is closeness or distance on some aspect
or measure. For instance, two objects might be sim ilar in colour but not size, or in
friendliness but not in intelligence.
Formally, issues of nearness or distance are capturable in topological term s. In a
topology, nearness amounts to being in the same (open) sets together (Hocking and
Young 1961). True, there are mathematical forms suited to m ore structured relations
of similarityÐ for instance, uniform ities (James 1987) and metric spaces (G eroch
1985). But for the points we need to make here, general topologies will do.
Approaches that are widely relied on in cognitive science and expert system design,
such as instance or exem plar-based categorization (M edin and SchaŒer 1978) and
case-based reasoning (Ham mond 1989, Kolodner and Simpson 1989, Riesbeck and
Schank 1989, Rich and K night 1991) plainly need topologies. W ithout a topology,
there is no way to generalize to any cases or instances in preference to any others.
M odels of similarity judgments, and designs for processes that m ust deal with
sim ilarity, most often use feature spaces (the many examples include the case-based
expert system work of Leake 1996, and H ewett 1996). In a feature space, nearness is
a function of the overlap (or lack of overlap) between the features of the items being
com pared. Features are usually discrete, and som e sort of distance measure is usually
derived from the feature sets, so as a rule feature spaces are discrete m etric spaces.
M any challenges can be brought against feature-space models. Can all sim ilarity
relationships be captured with discrete models ? Do all processes that are sensitive to
sim ilarity have the full mathematical structure that m etric spaces require ? W hat about
evidence that sim ilarity judgments don’ t always behave as though similarity is a
distance measure ? Similarity judgments are in many cases directional, not sym metric ;
moreover, they are often aŒected by the context in which they are made (Tversky 1977,
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Shanon 1988, M edin et al. 1993). Simply m aking a sim ilarity judgm ent can alter the
processes for making similarity judgm ents (Bickhard and Campbell in press,
Gentner and G rudin 1985, Gentner and Rattermann 1991, G entner and Jeziorski
1994, Gentner and M arkman 1995, M edin et al. 1993).
There are plenty of technical di culties for standard models of generalization. But
those we have m entioned so far are synchronic di culties. The challenge is how to
capture directionality, context-sensitivity, and alteration through use for particular
sim ilarity-sensitive processes within given spaces of representations.
W e want to emphasize a diŒerent challengeÐ a diachronic one. No m atter how
successful discrete metric approaches m ay be at predicting the results of particular
experiments in cognitive psychology or providing a basis for usable expert systems,
they depend on a representation space and a feature space that have already been
designed and encoded into the system that m akes the sim ilarity judgments. There is no
way to get new representations, or spaces of representations. Of course, there is no way
to get topologies on new representational spaces ; what’ s worse, there’ s no way to get
new topologies on the old representational spaces either. Feature-based m odels
cannot account for the em ergence of new basic features (or of any other grounds for
sim ilarity).
Yet we know that such em ergence happens. N ew kinds of representations get
constructed. New relevant similarities get learned within representational spaces.
There is ample evidence of such changes, historically and within the development of
the individual. Becom ing skilled in any new problem domain, like high school algebra,
means learning new representational spaces and new kinds of similarities within those
spacesÐ that is, new topologies on them. A basic part of becom ing expert in such a
domain is recognizing that this algebra problem , or calculus problem , or diplomatic
problem, is sim ilar to some other m ore fam iliar problem. The representations, and the
topologies of similarity, that are involved in expertise are learned. They are neither
predesigned nor pre-encoded.
2.2. New representations ?
Standard approaches to A I and cognitive science can’ t account for the construction of
genuinely new representations. Jerry Fodor (1975, 1981) has become notorious for
making this very point, although for the most part cognitive scientists still don’ t take
him seriously. Basically, standard approaches can account for new organizations of
pre-existing representational elem ents (features, semantic prim itives, and so forth),
but they cannot account for the origins of those supposed elements, or for the
em ergence of representation out of non-representational phenomena (Bickhard 1991b,
1993, Bickhard and Terveen 1995, Campbell and Bickhard 1987). Yet, on a
cosm ological scale, mental representation cam e into being at one time or another :
there was no representation at the Big Bang, and there is representation now. M ost
developmental psychologists believe that representation also comes into being during
the course of each person’ s life. No model of cognition is truly adequate unless it can
account for representational emergence.
2.3. New topologies ?
Some in AI and cognitive science are aware that their theories make no provision for
em ergent representation. H ardly anyone recognizes that such theories cannot account
for emergent topologies. U ntil quite recently, it was thought that encoded features,
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whatever the di culties in explaining where they came from, would be a powerful
enough resource. The problem of new topologies is only now coming to the fore
(M edin et al. 1993, Bickhard and Campbell in press).
For a standard feature-based m odel, creating a new topology in a new representational space is partly a matter of creating new representationsÐ to wit, new encoded
features. For new topologies to em erge, however, it would also be necessary to
appropriately associate the new encoded features with every new representational
element in the new space. Learning which features belong with which elements could
be very di cult. It m ight even be computationally intractable. Indeed, to the extent
that the new features represent conditions under which changes occur or don’ t occur,
this task of associating features and representational elem ents becomes a frame
problem. W e know that frame problems (Pylyshyn 1987, Ford and Hayes 1991,
Bickhard and Terveen 1995, Ford and Pylyshyn in press) are computationally
intractable.
Even if the features in the new spaces could be associated with the right
representational elements, that would still not be enough for sim ilarity-sensitive
processes. To be sensitive to sim ilarity, the system would need more than the features
and their associations with new representational elem ents. It would also need
programs to calculate the feature-based distances and in¯ uence further processing in
the system according to those distances. W here would such programs come from ?
It gets worse. For the most part, new representational spaces won’ t get constructed
in toto, because m ost of them will be too large, and some of them will be unbounded.
How large, for instance, is the space of representations for polynom ials in high school
algebra ? If the entire space had to be constructed before sim ilarity judgments could be
made, virtually no one would be able to recognize the degree of similarity between one
polynom ial and another ! (See Bickhard 1993, and Bickhard and Terveen 1995, for
further examples of unbounded topologies.) Features cannot be associated with new
representational elem ents via elem ent-by-element constructions, because most new
representations will be constructive potentials of the system rather than preconstructed
elements already stored within the system . The knowledge that is embodied in
topologies will be di cult to capture in the explicit representations characteristic of
expert system s, because much of it is im plicit.

2.4. Old problems and new solutions ?
Processes that are to be sensitive to new topologies m ust be sensitive to representations
that are already constructed, such as old problems that have already been solved and
their solutions, as well as to representations yet to be constructed, like new problems
and their possible solutions. M oreover, the old problem representations and solutions
must get privileged treatm ent. Because they are already known to work, they are
needed to serve as anchors for similarity comparisons.
The need to accord a privileged status to old, successful constructions seems to face
us with a dilem ma. W hat if topological information is som ehow constructed when new
representations are, and both of the representations whose sim ilarity is to be judged
are constructed in the moment ? Then there would be no way to distinguish between
old, solved problems and new problem s, because both kinds of representations would
be newly constructed. W hat if old problems don’ t have to be newly constructed,
because they have been stored in some m emory in the past ? Then the constructive
processes m ust manifest a topological sensitivity to the old representations in the
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process of constructing the new representationsÐ in a manner that will distinguish
between solved problems and new problem s.
Now there are ways of building at least some of the needed characteristics into one’ s
cognitive architecture. If the construction of new representations involved the
construction of new feature encodings that were correctly associated with them, and
the topologically sensitive processes in the system set a bit to keep track of what came
from the `new construction register ’ and what was retrieved from the `old problem
and solution register ’ , then the topological information, including the proper
asymmetry between old and new, would be technically available. But it would be
available only because it was designed into the system or built into the model a priori.
And when we fall back on predesigned architectures for similarity and generalization,
we forfeit any opportunity to model the way they are learned, or the way they develop.
Accounting for generalization is a m ultilayered problem. The interactivist treatment
of generalization, similarity, and topologies can’ t be squeezed into the usual con® nes
of a journal article (for an in-depth presentation, see Bickhard and Campbell,
in press). In any case, the details of this treatment are not needed to m ake our
general point. Any attempt to account for the development and learning of new
generalization abilities must meet strong new requirements, requirements whose very
existence usually goes unacknowledged. And if the tools available to symbolmanipulation approaches, or connectionist approaches, or to any of the prevailing
conceptions of encoded mental representation, are inadequate to account for
diachronic phenom ena, suspicion naturally arises that they aren’ t fully adequate to
account for their chosen range of synchronic phenomena either. If a model M of
phenom enon P makes the developm ent of P impossible, then M can’ t be a correct
model of P. After all, P can’ t exist if it can’ t come into existence.
The constraints imposed by the need to account for learning and development
haven’ t been widely appreciated (Bickhard 1979, 1991b, Cam pbell and Bickhard
1987, Terwilliger 1968). Up to now they have intruded very little into discussions of
expertise, or of rationality and generalization more broadly.

3.

Rationality and critical principles
An expert is someone who knows som e of the worst m istakes that can be m ade in his subject, and
how to avoid them . W erner Heisenberg

The development of generalization poses too many complex problems to be
tractable within the available space. A conception of rationality that addresses the
diachronic issues is a lot easier to sketch. In place of the conventional synchronic
assumption, that rationality m eans logicality, we will need two diachronic ones : (1)
knowledge must be constructed ; and (2) human beings are capable of epistem ic
re¯ ection. Let’ s begin with constructivism .
3.1. Constructivism
3.1.1. The demise of empiricism. Constructivism is directly opposed to the classic
em piricist doctrine that no construction is required because the world impresses itself
onto the mind. Aristotle (1941) m aintained that the environm ent impresses various
forms onto the mind, in the same fashion that a ring leaves an im pression in a blob of
sealing wax. Although em piricist ideas have undergone 2000 years of evolution in the
interim, contem porary appeals to transduction as a source of sensory knowledge, and
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to induction as a source of conceptual knowledge or of scienti® c generalizations, still
draw on the same intuition. Impressed or transduced states are in correspondence with
whatever did the im pressing, or whatever got transduced. And they are thought to be
mental representations by virtue of those correspondences. Activity in the retina, for
instance, is supposed to be in correspondence with properties of the light ; in
consequence, the retinal activity is supposed to represent those properties (Fodor and
Pylyshyn 1981).
Despite long and ingenious labour, attempts to make good on empiricist accounts
of knowledge have never worked (Suppe 1977). Even if empiricism could explain how
we know what is actually the case, it can’ t explain how we know what is possible or
what is necessary. There are nine planets in the solar system, but there is no
mathem atical necessity that there be nine planets. W hereas it is m athem atically
necessary that three times three equal nine. Tallying pebbles or carrying out some
other kind of em pirical observation will show that three tim es three has always
equalled nine whenever data were collectedÐ not that three times three must equal
nine (Hume 1739 } 1888, Harre! , 1970, M ackie 1985, M oser 1987).
Empiricism can’ t even account for knowledge of what is actually happening in the
external world. The best that empiricist models can do is show how the world has some
causal or functional eŒect on the knowing agent. It has proven im possible to account
for any knowledge of the world on that basis (D ancy 1985, Fodor 1987, 1990a, 1990b,
Loewer and Rey 1991). Clearly there’ s a good deal more to say about empiricist
epistemologies, but we will proceed on the ® rm assum ption that they have failed
(Bickhard 1993, Bickhard and Terveen 1995).
3.1.2. Knowledge in system organization. W hat usually prevents psychologists and
com puter scientists from moving beyond empiricist assumptions is an apparent lack of
alternatives. If knowledge is not impressed by the world into the agent, and constituted
as correspondences between the impressing environmental conditions and the
im pressed mental states, what else could it be ? Yet nowadays it’ s generally admitted
that skillÐ knowing how to bring about various resultsÐ is a form of knowledge. Of
course, accounts of `procedural knowledge ’ in cognitive science and arti® cial
intelligence (Anderson, 1983) normally take `knowing that ’ as their standard,
rather than `knowing how. ’ So they end up reducing skill to encoded propositions, or
encoded rules, or some other kind of representation by correspondence. The
fundamental alternative to empiricism regards skillÐ our capacity for interacting
successfully with the worldÐ as the basic form of knowledge (Bickhard 1980b 1993,
Bickhard and Terveen 1995, Clark 1993, Dreyfus 1967, 1982, 1991).
If knowledge is interactive skill, then knowledge is constituted in the overall
organization of the system that is interacting with the world. Knowledge does not take
the form of encoded data structures that correspond to structures in the environment.
Nor is there any tem ptation to suppose that knowledge as skill might be im pressed into
the system. System organization is not in correspondence with aspects of the world ; it
is interactively competent in the world. System organization can’ t be im pressed ; it has
to be constructed.
3.1.3. Evolutionary epistemology. By and large, knowledge construction is heuristically guided, which means it must involve prior knowledge of the heuristics that might
be used and of their value. But models of knowledge and its construction can’ t
logically require prior heuristic knowledge, because the origins of that heuristic
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knowledge must also be accounted for. If all knowledge logically required prior
knowledge, then knowledge could never have emerged in the ® rst place. At the logical
limit, knowledge construction has to be blind ; it must be done without any
foreknowledge of what is worth constructing. All the system can do is try a possible
organization to ® nd out whether it works ; those organizations that enable the
system to reach its goals are retained, and those that fail to do so are rejected. And if
one is eliminated by selection pressures, then another system organization must be
constructed and tried out. Thus, if knowledge is interactive system organization, it
must be constructed by variation and selection. Interactivism leads straight to
evolutionary epistem ology (Bartley 1987, D. Cam pbell 1974, Hahlweg and Hooker
1989, Hooker 1995, W uketits 1990).
3.1.4. Recursivity and metarecursivity. W ithin a general interactivist fram ework,
knowledge construction can take on further properties that are of developmental
signi® cance. First, it can be recursive. That m eans that previous constructions can be
used in the service of further constructions. For instance, previously successful
constructions could be used as units in new constructive trials. The system doesn’ t
have to reinvent the wheel every time a wheel m ight be needed.
Second, there can be metarecursive construction. M etarecursive construction
operates on the construction processes themselves, rather than their products. A
system that is capable of metarecursive construction can learn how to learn better. It
can get better at its constructive processes.
3.2. Epistemic re¯ ection
Besides interactive representation, and a variation and selection process with recursive
and metarecursive capabilities, our account of rationality requires epistem ic re¯ ection.
By epistemic re¯ ection, we mean knowledge and thought about knowledge and
thought. In other words, re¯ ective consciousness. In the early 20th century, antiontological em piricism drove consciousness com pletely out of the ® eld of psychological inquiry. It is only in the last twenty years that consciousness has begun to regain
its status in philosophy and in cognitive science (Baars 1986, Dennett 1991, M athews
et al. 1996).
Elsewhere we have oŒered a model of re¯ ective consciousness (Bickhard 1980a,
Campbell and Bickhard 1986). There is no need to recapitulate that m odel here. For
our current purposes, all that is needed is to recognize that re¯ ective consciousness
exists. And it is impossible to deny that there is such a thing : any re¯ ection on the
nature of consciousness already settles the issue. Here, what m atters is the role that
re¯ ective consciousness has to play in the development of rationality.
3.3. Critical principles and rationality
The interactivist model of rationality is based on the recognition that a metarecursive
system tends to construct internal surrogates for selection pressures. N ot all of the
constructions generated in a variation and selection process are going to be acceptable.
Yet checking them out in the environment can be costly and risky. The system would
be better oŒwere it able to develop knowledge about the sorts of constructions that
constitute errors. Then it could internalize the processes of variation and selection ; it
could try out new constructions internally, against its knowledge of possible errors. A
metarecursive system can recognize potential errors and use its knowledge of possible
errors to modify its own construction process.
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W hen we can articulate such knowledge of error, and use it to evaluate verbally
stated proposals, we say that it gives us grounds for criticism . But knowledge of
potential error does not have to be articulable in order to be brought to bear against
candidate knowledge or possible constructions. W e will use the term critical principles
to cover any sort of knowledge of types of errors (Bickhard 1991a, forthcoming).
Critical principles are not positive knowledgeÐ knowledge of what works or what is
true. They are negative knowledgeÐ knowledge of what to avoid.
Critical principles come in all shapes and sizes. Some are domain-general, like
principles of inferential validity in logic and m athematics, or principles of logical
necessity. Others are quite domain-speci® c : avoiding laws that are vague or
unconstitutional ; staying away from various kinds of engineering failures in the design
of m achines ; preventing unmaintainable organization in computer programs ; and so
on. In the study of expertise we are concerned with what Feldman (1980) calls
nonuniversal skillsÐ those not developed by all normal human beings ; those that
normally have to be taught. Any account of expertise will have to contend with the
relatively domain-speci® c skills, those that have to do with ® re ® ghting or computer
programming or jazz im provising or ferreting out counterfeit 19th century British
stamps.
3.4. Hierarchies of critical principles
Knowledge of critical principles is fallible, just like any other knowledge. Critical
knowledge m ust be constructed, just like any other knowledge. And critical knowledge
is subject to re¯ ection, just like any other knowledge. R e¯ ection on critical principles
yields higher-order critical principles, or meta-critical principles, that are about other
critical principles. Higher-order critical principles are negative knowledge about
critical principles themselves, knowledge of the ways other critical principles might be
in error.
M eta-critical principles can support or undermine the critical principles to which
they apply. Sometimes they do bothÐ for instance, a higher-order principle could
a rm a lower-order critical principle at a deeper level of analysis, while restricting the
scope of that lower-order principle.
The principle of sym metry, a critical principle that applies to theories in fundamental
physics, has been a rmed and strengthened over the past few decades through the
development of principles about desirable, m ore speci® c form s of symmetry. By
contrast, the m eta-critical principles that have developed in psychology over the past
50 years (such as the principle that any theory in psychology must be concerned with
internal organizations, in part because any pattern of observable behaviour can be
produced by an unbounded variety of diŒerent internal organizations) have entirely
dem olished the old critical principle, strongly promoted by the behaviourists, that a
science of psychology can only be about observable patterns of behaviour.
The critical principle that in any acceptable biological theory, a gene must be
identi® ed with a physical stretch of DNA, has had a more complex history. Subsequent
developments have a rm ed the basic assum ption that genes are ontologically realized
in DNA. But they have also undermined the claim that functional genes lie in one-toone correspondence with stretches of DN A. Shifts in the `reading fram e ’ that is used
when DN A controls the construction of RNA and proteins allow diŒerent functional
genes to coexist in the same physical stretch of DN A. For instance, many genes in the
bacterium E. coli actually overlap their neighbours by four base pairs (Eyre-W alker
1995). The early principle that assumed a one-to-one m apping between genes and
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sequences of DN A base pairs has been a rmed in one respect and refuted in another,
by subsequent principles that require a more complex relationship between functional
genes and physical genes.
3.5. Negative knowledge versus positive knowledge
Negative knowledge doesn’ t behave the same way that positive knowledge does. It can
be rational to apply critical principles in a rigorous fashionÐ even when it is not
rational to believe that anything fully satis® es those principles. A num ber of basic
questions in the history and philosophy of science illustrate this point.
3.5.1. Realism in science. Should scienti® c theories be taken to m ake ontological
claims about the way things really are, or should they be understood merely as
convenient instrum ents for making em pirical predictions ? Scienti® c realism is a highly
contentious issue in contemporary philosophy (Fine 1984, Harre! 1970, Hollis and
Lukes 1982, Laudan 1977, 1984, Leplin 1986). Traditionally, realists have claimed that
a successful theory, one that is consistent with the available data and able to oŒer
plausible explanations of phenom ena within its scope, m ust also correctly describe the
unobservable aspects of the world about which it makes claims. Yet many a successful
theory has been overturned later on. Just in physics, the long roll of the deposed would
have to include the Aristotelian doctrine of natural place, N ewtonian mechanics,
Newtonian gravity, phlogiston models of ® re, caloric accounts of heat, and theories of
the lum iniferous ether. W hat m akes us think that today’ s established theories will
escape the same fate ? And if current theories are also destined to be overturned, what
rational grounds do we have for believing in the reality of the entities that our theories
propose ? Is it rational, for instance, to believe that quarks exist ?
Some have concluded from such historical considerations that we have no rational
grounds for believing in quarksÐ any m ore than we previously had for believing in
phlogiston, or the lum iniferous ether. And it might seem only a mild stretch to the
further conclusion that neither realism nor truth plays any rational role in science
(Laudan 1977, 1984, van Fraassen 1980). If we cannot have rational grounds for
believing that the entities posited by our current theory are real, or for believing that
our current theory is true, why bother with truth or realism at all ?
3.5.2. Critical principles in scienti® c rationality. Our conception of negative knowledge suggests an alternative. It can be useful to discover in what ways a model fails to
satisfy critical principles of realism or truth, even if we can never know whether our
model correctly describes unobservable realities. It can be useful to know in what ways
a theory fails to satisfy criteria of realism, or in what ways it survives exposure to these
surrogate selection pressuresÐ for the time being, at least.
Initially the theory of quarks was a bookkeeping device for sorting observed and
unobserved particle interactions. It was purely instrumental, serving to compute the
right answers. Although its originators had hopes, quark theory was not widely
accepted as a realistic account of anything. In fact, there was a rival conception at the
tim e (Reggeon theory) that was completely equivalent to quark theory from an
instrum ental standpoint. But when quark theory was taken seriously from an
ontological point of view, it was found to have certain high-energy consequences that
did diŒerentiate it from Reggeon theory. W hen experim ents were perform ed to test
those consequences, the results were consistent with tentative realism about quarks,
not tentative realism about Reggeons. So treating quark theory as making onto-
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logically realistic claims led to a m ajor advance in physics (Dodd 1984, Riordan 1992).
Yet successfully withstanding those experimental tests does not show with certitude
that quark theory is correct, so it gives us no certainty that quarks truly exist.
Our point can be put more generally. Critical principles, when stated as
propositions, can be uncomputable (Boolos and JeŒrey 1989, Cutland 1980). There
may be no ® nite series of computational steps su cient to establish that the critical
principle is satis® ed for a given case. Tests of the high-energy consequences of quark
theories did not prove or verify the existence of quarks. But quark theory m ight have
failed these tests for the principle of realism ; in that case, it would have been rational
to conclude that quarks do not exist. Critical principles give us a basis for rejecting
certain theories, even when it is impossible to prove that a theory satis® es those
principles.
Some critical principles are partially computable ; others may be wholly uncomputable. Popper (1959) pointed out that scienti® c theories contain universally
quanti® ed statem entsÐ of the form `All Xs are Ys ’ Ð and that universally quanti® ed
statements can be falsi® ed by em pirical data, but not veri® ed. Scienti® c critical
principles are m eta-hypotheses about what counts as a good theory. Theories that fail
a critical principle of realism are refuted or falsi® ed in that regard. Y et it can never be
ascertained that a theory has been veri® ed with regard to realism.
A viable theory of rationality in general will have to include negative knowledgeÐ in
the form of critical principles. So, m ore speci® cally, will accounts of scienti® c
rationality, and of expertise. A domain of knowledge, properly understood, has
distinctive heuristics for generating new hypotheses and selection criteria for
evaluating them (Campbell and Bickhard 1992, Campbell 1993, Keil 1990). That is,
any dom ain of knowledge includes critical principles. From this standpoint, rational
knowledge sim ply means knowledge that avoids known sorts of error by satisfying
known critical principles. Rational positive knowledge isn’ t knowledge of truth, or
knowledge that is certain, or even knowledge that is probably true in som e sense. It is
knowledge that avoids known errors. Rational positive knowledge is knowledge that
® ts within a framework of negative knowledgeÐ within a hierarchy of critical
principles.
3.5.3. Progress and cumulation. M ost observers believe that scienti® c progress has
taken place, over the long haul at least. Some developm ental psychologists have gone
so far as to insist that changes in knowledge or skill do not constitute development
unless they are progressive. But what does progress consist of ? It can’ t be de® ned as
movement toward an ideal endpoint, because that would require the developing
system (or the system that is assessing that developing system) to know that endpoint
in advance. And we don’ t know in advance what the truth is, or where it m ight be
located. Consequently, it won’ t do to characterize progress as coming nearer to the
truth. Attem pts to characterize progress or rationality in terms of closer approaches
toward truth, or more precise approximations to truth, have failed (Bartley 1987,
Elster 1981, H ooker 1995, Laudan 1984, Suppe 1977).
Still, the construction of knowledge is progressiveÐ in a negative sense. Culturally
or individually, progress means coming to avoid m ore kinds of errors. There is a good
deal more cumulation in the re¯ exive applicability of hierarchies of critical principles
than there is cumulation in positive knowledge. Positive knowledge is often
overthrown as new sorts of error are discovered ; negative knowledge is m ore likely to
survive (though its survival is by no means certain).
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Aristotle’ s physics incorporated laws that varied from one physical place to another.
W ithin the sublunary sphere, things could com e into being and pass away ; within the
heavenly spheres, they could not. Newton showed that invariance with regard to
location was an important error criterion. Aristotle’ s physics failed this critical
principle ; Newton’ s survived it. Newton uni® ed conceptions of earth and the heavens
by showing that comm on laws governed both : the same kinds of physical laws
explained apples falling and planets circling the sun.
Einstein’ s Special Theory of Relativity retained the Newtonian principle of
invariance over location, but added to it a principle of invariance for velocity (which
is the ® rst time derivative of location). Newton’ s mechanics failed this criterion ; the
Special Theory of Relativity survived it. Einstein’ s G eneral Theory of Relativity added
another critical principle : invariance over acceleration. The Special Theory doesn’ t
survive the application of this criterion, but the General Theory does (in fact, it
displays invariance over all of the higher-order time derivatives of location). In the
progression from A ristotle’ s physics to the G eneral Theory of Relativity, it is the
critical principles that survive and cumulate, not the positive knowledge contained and
expressed in the various theories. Each theory was overthrown in favour of a successor
that satis® ed a new critical principle in addition to those previously accepted.
3.5.4. Negative knowledge for the individual. As it goes for the history of science, we
argue, so it goes for the development of the individual. Again, negative knowledge is
most im portant in the long run. Positive knowledge often gets replaced because it fails
the tests imposed by new negative knowledge. M eanwhile, the negative knowledge
persists : what counts as error changes much less often than what avoids error. W hen
there are changes in negative knowledge, they tend to add to it rather than overturn
old conceptions of error. N egative knowledge is the skeleton around which positive
knowledge is organized and the base on which further development occurs.
From our standpoint, expertise largely consists in a vast knowledge of sorts of errors
that can occur and that can be made in myriads of speci® c circumstances within the
domain. Non-experts will tend to blunder into such speci® c, perhaps rare, errors. All
too often, that is how experts acquired their knowledge as well. If we want to
understand how people become experts, we need to keep negative knowledge and its
development at the forefront.
4. Expertise
W e need to know, then, how experts m ake rational choices and how they generalize in
their domain ; what’ s m ore, we need to know how they acquire such abilities and
continue to improve at them . Rationality, we have contended, has as its skeleton a
hierarchy of critical principles ; it consists of negative knowledge about possible errors
to avoid. Generalization means generating appropriate problem solutions for new
situations based on their similarity to old solutions previously used in old situations.
The ability to generalize (and to learn to generalize) im poses its own constraints on
system architecture, constraints that we sketched earlier (Bickhard and Campbell
in press).
A crucial function of negative knowledge in expertise is to constrain generalization.
Generalization involves heuristics for knowledge construction, and, like any heuristics,
these are inherently fallible. Generalization isn’ t rational unless knowledge of possible
errors is involved. Critical principles allow potential generalizations to be tried out
against knowledge of errors before they have to be tried out in the real world.
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4.1. Teaching and designing
4.1.1. Negative knowledge in training. M ost form s of expertise require extensive
teaching or apprenticeship, although neither guarantees attainm ent of the highest
levels. Today negative knowledge rates little attention from teachers or trainers.
Positive knowledge gets the spotlight, as m ight be expected in a culture like ours that
is perm eated with em piricism. And from the empiricist standpoint, knowledge is
something to be inserted, impressed, or poured into empty minds (Popper 1972). The
em piricist grip remains so strong that a recent, highly sophisticated discussion of the
eŒects of deliberate practice in the attainment of expertise can cite traditional lore
from baseball coaches and violin teachers about the importance of identifying and
working on one’ s weaknesses, yet insist on the correctness of a model of skill
acquisition as the smooth accum ulation of positive knowledge over time (Ericsson et
al. 1993).
Such attitudes notwithstanding, teaching about misconceptions by presenting
countervailing exam ples and principles can be most useful. For instance, students’
misconceptions in science are a prevalent, persistent, and troubling phenom enon in
education (Berliner and Casanova 1987, Brumby 1984, Champagne et al. 1983,
Confrey 1990, N ovak 1987, Perkins and Simmons 1988). Such misconceptions
frequently maintain their hold on students, even after they have thoroughly mastered
the standard positive-knowledge curriculum. Explicitly teaching negative knowledge
helps students to overthrow such misconceptionsÐ for instance, the implicit Lamarckian assumptions that they tend hold alongside their `textbook ’ evolutionary theory
(W u 1993). It enables students not just to learn what the accepted positive knowledge
is, but also to learn the principles in terms of which the misconceptions are in error,
and, consequently, in term s of which the accepted knowledge is a better alternative. It
gives students good reasons for rejecting misconceptions which under other circum stances they m ight never have realized they held.
But the value of teaching critical principles is not restricted to issues on which one’ s
current students hold misconceptions. In a deep sense we understand something only
to the extent that we know why prim a facie alternative conceptions ought to be
rejected. Otherwise all we have is rote knowledge ; we know positive answers and
procedures without knowing what makes them correct, or successful, or better than
other possibilities. W e don’ t know what errors they avoid, or how they avoid those
errors better than other answers would. It can be useful, then, to teach relevant critical
principles even if no particular student currently harbours the misconceptions they
guard against. For instance, it is useful to teach students the inadequacy of any
psychological theory that avoids specifying inner mechanismsÐ even if none of them
subscribes to behaviourism. Knowing the critical principles gives students a base and
a framework for developing new knowledge through variation and selection. And the
ability to keep developing is a crucial m ark of genuine expertise (Bereiter and
Scardamalia 1993).
Imagine what would happen if we sought to eliminate negative knowledge from
training altogether, instead of making it peripheral to training or merely implicit in our
practices, as it usually is now. W e could try to teach expertise while strictly adhering
to the principles of `instructional design ’ (Gagne! et al. 1992, Leshin et al. 1992, Polson
1987). According to these precepts, we should take expert skill in the domain of
interest and break it down into numerous units or m odules of positive knowledge. The
modules would have a hierarchical organization, and consequently there would be a
proper sequence in which they should be taught, so that all prerequisites would be in
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place before moving on to a skill that requires them. Each module would be practised
to completely correct performance before moving on to the next. In the instructional
design worldview, error is supremely uninteresting. Errors will occur, and they must be
corrected on the spot, for reasons of `reinforcement ’ (Gagne! et al. 1992). But the types
of errors students make, and ways to avoid such errors, play no role in instructional
design.
From an interactivist standpoint, an instructional-design model for training experts
would be entirely wrongheaded. W e don’ t learn how to hit a baseball by practising
each com ponent head, shoulder, arm, wrist, hip, and leg motion to an error-free
criterion, then com bining all of these components. If knowledge is a kind of action,
albeit internal action (taking the form of ¯ ows of information and control within a
system), then the utter unsuitability of practising all components to perfection, then
synthesizing, will hold for knowledge in general.
M oreover, we would argue that the errors hum an beings m ake in m astering a
domain are not all avoidable imperfections, slips, or `performance limitations ’ .
Instead, the best possible developmental pathway towards expertise necessarily
incorporates errors. W ere extremely clever and foresighted trainers to design a
training procedure for som e kind of expert skill that elicited error-free performance at
every step, and denied the trainee any opportunity to make mistakes, the results would
be self-defeating. The trainee, deprived of the opportunity to m ake errors, would have
a di cult time coming up with critical principles that identify the kinds of errors to
avoid. H e or she would never develop any sort of rationality about the domain in
question.
4.1.2. Negative knowledge in expert systems. Just as negative knowledge is usually
overlooked when human expertise is being analysed, it has rarely ® gured in the design
of expert systems (although adaptability is a signi® cant them e in the expert systems
projects presented in this issue, negative knowledge is not). W hat’ s usually prized is
more accurate and more extensive bases of positive knowledge. Although frozen
accum ulations of positive knowledge can be useful for some applications, there is no
way they will ever capture the general ability of experts to become more expert.
Indeed, it has been noted that knowledge bases generally don’ t scale up ; in other
words, they don’ t form a useful base for developing and incorporating new knowledge.
W hatever their utility for some synchronic task domain, they can’ t handle the
diachronic task of developing more expert knowledge. Taken to its logical extrem e, the
drive for positive knowledge leads to the utopian project of building a universal
knowledge base that could be adequate for every conceivable purpose (Lenat and
Guha 1988, Lenat et al. 1988, Lenat and Feigenbaum 1991 ; for an evaluation of this
project, see Bickhard and Terveen 1995).
A positive-knowledge strategy may produce workable expert systems, if the domain
of expertise is narrow enough and the needed knowledge can be successfully rendered
into encoded rules. That is, it m ay work if the goal is to provide advice on obeying
corporate capital accounting rules or to specify how the load should be placed inside
a C-5 m ilitary cargo jet (although even in tractable cases like these, unanticipated
confusion can still arise for the userÐ see W hitley 1996). But models of human
expertise have to explain how rational generalization develops, as well as how it
happens. M ore ambitious expert systems will need to manifest this capacity and be
able to acquire m ore of it. No progress will be made in these endeavors without
addressing issues of negative knowledge.
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4.2. M insky’ s negative metaknowledge
Our ideas may strike some AI researchers as similar to M insky’ s (1983, 1986)
proposals about negative metaknowledge. W e ® nd the resemblance only slight.
M insky’ s inspiration was not evolutionary epistemology, but Freud’ s (1950) conception of a `censor ’ that rem oves overt expressions of dangerous primitive im pulses
from dream s, or ® nds an `acceptable ’ disguise for them. W e agree with M insky that
it is desirable to know what to avoid, but the area of agreement abruptly term inates
thereafter. Even if we disregard the other troubles that aç ict a Freudian cognitive
architecture, Freudian censorship is based on threats of punishment, or of being
overwhelmed by instinctual energies. It is obvious how Freudian censorship would
foster learning to avoid what is dangerous. It is not so easy to see how it would
encourage the developm ent of critical principles that identify broad categories of
errors, and even explain what is erroneous about them.
By contrast, evolutionary epistemology, of the sort we have previously outlined, is
able to cope with issues of conceptual or scienti® c or logical error. And our
interactivist conception includes a hierarchy of knowing levelsÐ levels of re¯ ective
consciousnessÐ which makes possible a hierarchy of critical principles, or negative
knowledge about negative knowledge. A hierarchy of critical principles m akes it easy
to accommodate the developmental construction and cumulation of critical principles.
Yet there is nothing like knowing levels in a Freudian cognitive architecture, or in
M insky’ s society of mind. Nor does a conception of negative knowledge as censorship
have any place for considerations about the com putability of critical principles. Our
account aŒords a much more highly developed treatment of negative knowledge than
M insky’ s does.

5. Conclusion
To understand expertise in hum an beings, or capture its attributes in expert systems,
we need to understand rationality and generalization. Conventional AI and cognitive
science are having a hard enough tim e modelling rationality and generalization
synchronically, as end states. Yet a full understanding of expertise requires models of
the diachronic aspects of rationality and generalizationÐ how they develop. If our
analysis is correct, the diachronic di culties are insuperable within standard
approaches. There has to be another way.
An alternative conception of generalization is a major undertaking, not to be
attempted within the con® nes of this article. W e have, however, laid out the unsolved
problems that generalization poses for standard approaches. Standard conceptions
can’ t explain the emergence of new representations, or of new topologies in
representational spaces, yet the development of generalization requires both kinds of
novelty.
W e have proposed a treatment of rationality that arises straightforwardly out of the
interactive account of knowledge. Knowledge is basically `knowing how ’ , and is
constituted as system organization. Because interactive knowledge emerges out of
underlying system organization, the diachronic troubles that bedevil standard
approaches do not arise. M ental representation can emerge out of system organization
that isn’ t already representational. New knowledge is possible, and so are genuine
development and learning. There are none of the dead ends that encoding-based
approaches run into sooner or later.
From interactivism it directly follows that new knowledge can’ t be impressed on the
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knowing system by the environment ; some form of evolutionary constructivism must
be correct. And negative knowledge is necessary to guide the constructive process.
Negative knowledge, in the form of a hierarchy of critical principles, is the core of
rationality, and rationality is integral to the developm ent of expertise. Although
negative knowledge is a necessary aspect of expertise, it is largely neglected by
psychologists and designers. It needs a good deal more attention, whether our focus is
on the development of human expertise, or on training that fosters the developm ent of
expertise, or on the design of expert systems.
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